CPR ADVISORY COUNCIL
Meeting Agenda
The Roosevelt Hotel
February 15, 2016
10:00 AM-12 PM

I. Welcoming Remarks (David McLean (Latham) and Noah Hanft (CPR)) 10 mins

II. Relationship-Based Dispute Resolution (Facilitated by Scott Partridge (Monsanto) and Doug Wilner (Monsanto)) 90 mins
   a. History
      i. “Winning” and still losing
   b. Developing (and selling) a new form of engagement—Leadership from the top
      i. At Monsanto
      ii. In the industry
   c. Awkward beginnings—Evolution of relationship teams
      i. Business, science and technology
      ii. Lawyers
   d. Beyond dispute resolution—Business solutions for business problems
   e. Customers—The flip side of the business coin
      i. Different relationships/Same approach
   f. A new frontier—Mass torts
      i. Where no man has gone before—Building a relationship-based approach with the “enemy”
   g. Success on all fronts

III. Future Work 15 mins
   a. Proposals for two subcommittees
      i. Relationship-Based Dispute Resolution Toolkit
      ii. Domestic Mediation Guide

IV. Wrap-up (David McLean and Beth Trent) 5 mins